Abstract. Let S(z): Híüo a«z« be a power series with complex coefficients. For each z in the unit circle T = {z e C; \z\ = 1} we denote by L(z) the set of limit-points of the sequence {sn(z)} of the partial sums of S(z). In this paper we examine Taylor series for which the set L(z), for z in an infinite subset of T, is the union of a finite number, uniformly bounded in z, of concentric circles. We show that, if in addition liminf|a"| > 0, a complete characterization of these series in terms of their coefficients is possible (see Theorem 1).
Introduction
Starting with a well-known theorem of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund (see [4, 6, Vol. II, p. 178] or [1] ) S. K. Pichorides suggested a research line aiming at a characterization of rational functions by geometric properties of the sequence of the partial sums of their Taylor expansions. Results in this direction have been obtained in [2, 3, and 5] . The main result of this article is the following theorem: Theorem 1. Let S(z): YlrT=oanz" be a power series satisfying liminf|a"| > 0 and let E be an infinite subset of the unit circle T -{z £ C: \z\ = 1} . Assume that there is a positive integer M, such that, for every z in E, the set L(z) of all limit points of the sequence {s"(z)} of the partial sums of S(z) is the union of M(z), 1 < Af(z) < Af, concentric circles, Cx(z), C2(z), ... , CM(Z){z)> in the complex plane. Then, there are a positive integer m, a finite subset Q of T, m positive numbers Co, ... , cm-X, and m real numbers %,..., ûm-X, such that:
(i) lim\amn+v| = cv > 0, n -> oo, v = 0, 1,2,..., m -1. (ii) // a" = |a"|exp(z>"), then, lim(cpmn+v+x -tpmn+v) = <3", n -y oo, v = 0, 1,2, ... , m-I.
(iii) If û = #o + $i + • • • + ûm-X, then for each z in E -Q the series Z)r^=o(a« _ an-me'e)zn converges, where a" -0 for n < 0. V. N. Nestoridis proved in [5] the case Af(z) = 1 of this theorem. In the same paper he also proved that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) imply that the set L(z) is the union of at most m distinct concentric circles in the complex plane.
The proof of our Theorem 1 follows different lines than those in [5] . Roughly speaking we generate from the given series S(z) some new series with the interesting property that they belong to the class of Taylor series for which a complete characterization has been obtained in [2 and 3] . We shall call these series "the limit-series of S(z)'"; the precise definition is given in §3, where we also prove some of their properties, which we shall need below. We shall also need the following: Lemma 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 there are an integer m , m > 1, a partition of the set N of natural numbers in m sequences {Xn t i}, {Xn t 2}, ... , {kn,m}, m positive numbers cx,c2, ... , cm and m complex sequences {qk,\}, {Qk,2}, ■■-, {Qk,m}, where, for j ¿ p, either c¡ ¿ cp or {qkJ} ± \qk,P}, such that for j = 1, 2, ... , m, (1) lim|úu | = c, and lim x"-i+k =qkJ, k= 1,2,3,....
The proof of Theorem 1 is organized as follows: First, in §2 we take for granted Lemma 1 and prove the theorem. Next, in §3, by making essential use of the results in [2 and 3] , we prove the above mentioned properties of the "limit-series of S(z)." Finally, in §4 using these properties, we prove Lemma 1. In the last paragraph 5 we offer some comments.
Proof of Theorem 1
In this paragraph we take for granted Lemma 1. We shall show that there is a positive integer «o such that for « > «o the sequences {Xnj}, j = I, ... , m , in this lemma, are arithmetic progressions with common ratio m . Then, parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 are immediate consequences of (1) (reenumerating if necessary the numbers cx, c2, ... , cm).
We consider the sequence {Xn > ] + 1} . By ( 1 ) we have i-_i i ii j r aK i + i+fc ?fc+l,l 7 , -l -, hm\aK l+1 \ = c\\qXA\ and hm-^-= , k= 1,2,3,.... Lemma 1 shows that the set {X" _ i + 1} cannot have infinite intersections with two of the sets {Xn j], j = 1, 2, ... , m . Since {Xn j}, j -1, 2, ... , m , form a partition of N, if m > 1, infinitely many terms of {X",x + 1} do not belong to {Xn t x} . Thus, there is an integer n x > 0, such that the sequence {¿n+n,,1 + 1} must be a subset of one and only one of {A"2}, ... , {A",m}.
Assume that we have enumerated the {X"j}'s in such a way that {X"+ni, i + 1} is a subset of {X"j2}. If m > 2, and since {X"+ni, i + 2} is a subset of {A"2 + 1}, an analogous argument and a, possibly, further reenumeration shows that there is an integer n2 > 0, such that {A"+"2,2 + 1} is a subset of {^«,3}. So for every natural number n we have {¿H+«i+n2,l + 2} c {Xn+"2i2 + 1} c {A«,3} • Continuing in the same way we conclude that there are m natural numbers nx, n2, ... , nm , such that for all n we have {A"+",+...+""j +m} c {Xn+n2+...+nm,2 + m-1} c ••■ c {/l"+"m,m + 1} c {A",,}.
We write no = nx+n2-\-Vnm.
Then, {Xn+no, i + «?} is a subset of {X"11} . From {Xn+"2+...+tlm¡2 + m -1} c {A",i} we obtain {Xn+{no_nih2 + m -l}cLl",i} and hence {A"+"0i2 + m} c {Xn+n¡ t x + 1} c {Xn<2}. Continuing in the same way we obtain the inclusions {Xn+noj + m}c{XnJ}, j =1,2, ... ,m, neN.
Since the sequence {Xn j}, j = 1, 2, ... , m , are strictly increasing, we shall also have for every n in Ñ, {Xn+noJ + m} c {Xn+noJ}, j = 1,2, ... , m.
The last inclusions combined with the fact that the {X"j}, j = 1, 2, ... , m , form a partition of N complete the proof of (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. It remains to prove (iii). In the course of the proof we shall need to remove from F a finite set Q = Qx U Q2. The sets Q], Q2 will be defined in terms of Cj, ûj-, j = 0, I, ... , m -I, whose existence has just been proved. Qx will be the set {z £ T: 1 -eiezm = 0} (û = û0 + ûx + ■ ■ ■ + öm_,) and Í22 the set of z's for which the partial sums of order less than 2(mM + 1) of the series Y, dkzk are pairwise distinct, where
,m -1, and mt = #. For z in F -Q we write 1 N°N^ = l _ ei6zm E(fl* -ak-n,e'e)zk , k=0 where ak = 0 if k < 0. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 we have that, for every z in E, the sequence {sn(z)} of the partial sums of S(z) is bounded and so, for every z in F -Q, {om(z)} is also bounded. Moreover, for every z in F -Q, we shall show that lim a n(z) exists and for every subsequence {Xf} of N for which this limit exists. We fix z 6 F -Q and v £ {0, I, ... , m -1}. Let {Xv} be a subsequence of N and t(z) = t(z, v, {Xv}) a complex number, such that (3) limam(Ai,+1)+"_1(z) = i(z).
V
We have to show that t(z) = a(z).
Since the sequences {an}, {s"(z)}, {zn} are bounded, there is a subsequence of {A"}, which for simplicity we denote again by {Xv}, a real number cp = cp(v, {Xv}) and two complex numbers x(z) = x(z, v, {Xu}) and Ç(z) = f(z, v, {Xu}), where |£(z)| = 1, such that where A(z) = bo + bxz + •■■ + bm-Xzm~x (as we shall see in §3 this series is one of the "limit-series of S(z)"). An easy computation shows that the partial sums s'"(z) of S({XV}) lie on a finite number of concentric circles centered at the point ffi(z) -ax(z,v, {Xv}) = A(z)/(1 -e'e'zm) (see also (10), Theorem 2, §3). On the other hand, we shall see in a moment that
and which imply the desired result t(z) = a(z). Thus, it remains to prove (6) and 
since |i(z)| = 1. On observing that the series S({XV}) differs from £ dkzk by a constant factor el<p and that z ^ Q2 we can easily see that at least one of the circles C¡(z), j = I, ... , M(z), has three points in common with one of the limit circles of the partial sums of S({X"}). This proves (6) . Finally, (7) is an immediate consequence of (3), (4), (5) and the obvious relation
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. D
The limit-series of S(z)
In this paragraph we shall give the precise definition of the "limit-series of 5(z)" and we shall prove three properties of these series on which the proof of Lemma 1 is based.
In the course of the proofs we shall need some results from [2 and 3] . In order to facilitate the reading we collect these results in the following (b) Same as (a), but the numbers M(z), z £ E, are uniformly bounded in z, i.e. there is a positive integer M, such that 1 < Af(z) < Af, z £ E. In this case we may assume that E is infinite (not necessarily nondenumerable). Moreover, under the above conditions there are a finite subset Q of the unit circle T and p concentric circles (not necessarily distinct) C[(z), ... , C'p(z), among the C¡(z), j = 1,2,..., Af(z), such that, for every z in E -Ù. the partial sums of S(z), with indices > k, satisfy
: : :
The common center of these circles is given by We proceed now to the definition of the limit-series of S(z).
From the assumptions of Theorem 1 we know that the coefficients of S(z) satisfy liminf \a"\ > 0 and it is easy to see that the sequence {a"} is bounded. Thus, every limit-point of {a"} is finite and different from zero.
Let bo be such a limit-point of {an} . Then, there is a subsequence {axJ of {an} such that lim" aXv = bo ■ Using a diagonal argument we may assume that all the sequences {aXv+k}, k = 0, ±1, ±2,... , converge. Thus, there are bk , such that (12) limax +k = bk , for each k = 0, ±1, ±2,_ Definition. For each sequence {Xf\ as above, we define the "limit-series" of S(z), which corresponds to {Xv} , to be the series S({XV}): X>z*. We prove now three properties of the limit-series of S(z), which we shall use in §4. These properties are rather deep and their proof depends heavily on Theorem 2. In order to see that this representation coincides with (13) it suffices to show that its nonperiodic part P(z) is identically zero (i.e. k = 0 in (8)). To prove this we consider the power series Since t_("+1)(z) £ L(z), for every z in F0 and n -0, 1, 2,-... , we see, exactly as in the case of s'n(z), that the partial sums s'f(w) of (17) lie on the union of a finite number, uniformly bounded in z, of circles centered at the point a2(w) = a2(z~x) = [x(z) -o(z)]/Ç(z), for every z in F0, and so, Theorem 2 applies to the series (17). Moreover, we observe that for every z in F0 we have (18) ox(z) = -a2(z-x).
On the other hand, Theorem 2 gives another formula for each of these centers. As we shall see in a moment these formulae and (18) will yield the desired vanishing of the nonperiodic part P(z) of the representation of S({XV}). It will simplify the exposition of the proof if we rewrite the representations given by (8), for the series S({Xf}) and (17), as follows: In other words, we chose the integer p sufficiently large (e.g. a suitable multiple of the periods of the series under consideration), so that the polynomials P, A , Q, B have the same degree p -1. Now removing from F0, as in the proof of part (iii) of Theorem 1, a finite set Qo and using (10) of Theorem 2 we see that for every z in F0 = F0 -Qo we have ax(z) = P(z) + z\ A{z)ñ . a2(w) = Q(w) + wK-
for the centers corresponding to the series (19) and (20). From these formulae and (18) we find P(z)z"-1(l -ewz")(z" -ei6') + z2"+xA(z)(z'i -e'6') + z>i-xQ(z-x)(zt' -ew')(l -ewz^) + zft-xB(z~x)(l -e'6'z") = 0, for every z in F0. The terms of degree p -1, 2p -1 and 3p -1 of (21) give respectively b-ß -ew'bo = 0, bo-e'% -eie(b-ß -ew'bo) = 0, bß -eieb0 = 0. (c) If do = bo, dk = bkexp(-ikt), k = 1, 2, 3, ... , p -I, where pt = û, then, the radii of these circles are given by the formulae (11) of Theorem 2, respectively. Proof. If the sequence {s"(z)} of the partial sums of S(z) is bounded for some z in F, then, for this z, we must have the relations (14) and so (15) and (16). In particular, this happens when z £ E and thus for every z in F'. We fix such a z. Theorem 2, the proof of Property 1 and in particular (16) imply that there is an ordered /¿-tuple (jx, j2, ... , jß), jk £ {1,2, ... , M}, k = I, ... , p such that, for this z , Property 2 holds (we omit the easy proof). In order to prove Property 2 for all z in an infinite subset Ex of F', we simply observe that E' is infinite and the number of the above ordered /¿-tuples is finite. D
The last property which we shall need in §4 refers to two limit-series of S(z) and it is the following: Using the properties proved in paragraph 3 we prove now Lemma 1. We divide the proof into two steps. In the first step we find a partition of the set N of natural numbers, which satisfies only the first of the relations in (1). In the second step we refine this partition so that both relations in ( 1 ) are satisfied.
In both Steps 1 and 2 we shall need the following Lemma 2. Let k be a positive integer. If the series S(z) has infinitely many limit-series, then, there are k + 1 limit-series which satisfy the hypothesis of Property 3, i.e. for infinitely many z in E, the p-tuples (jx, j2, ... , jß) corresponding to these k + 1 limit-series are the same. Proof. Let S(z) have infinitely many limit-series. By Property 1 each of these limit-series has a representation of the form (13), for some positive integer p . Since 1 < p < No, there is a fixed p corresponding to infinitely many of the above limit-series. We consider kp + 1 such limit-series, Sx, S2, ... , Skp+X, where p is the number of the ordered /¿-tuples (ji, j2,... , jß), jn € {1, 2, ... , Af} , « = 1,2,... , fi (the jfs are not necessarily distinct). Applying Property 2 to the limit-series Si we find an infinite subset Ex of F and an ordered /¿-tuple (jxx, jx2, ... , j\ß), such that, for every z in Ex, (a), (b), and (c) of Property 2 hold. We apply now again Property 2 to the series S2 and we find an infinite subset E2 of Ex and an ordered /¿-tuple (j2x, j22, ... , j2ß) , such that, for every z in E2, (a), (b), and (c) hold again. Continuing in the same way we obtain kp+l infinite subsets Ex, E2, ... , Ekp+X of F and kp+l ordered /¿-tuples of indices jn £ {1,2, ... , M}, n = 1,2, ... , p. Observing that Ekp+X c • • • c E2 c Ex c E and that the number of distinct /¿-tuples is p, we conclude that at least HI of the limit-series, Sx, S2, ... , Skp+X, will correspond to the same /¿-tuple for every z in Ekp+X . In other words, there are k + 1 limit-series of S(z) which satisfy the hypothesis of Property 3 and the proof is finished. D
We pass now to the proof of Lemma 1.
Step 1. We shall prove the following:
The sequence {\a"\} has finitely many limit-points.
Proof. Let {\a"\} have infinitely many limit-points. Then, there are infinitely many limit-series of S(z) with pairwise distinct limits \bo\ = lim"\aXv\. By Lemma 2, with k = 2, there are three of these limit-series which satisfy the hypothesis of Property 3. Applying (a) of this property we find that the constant terms bo, b'0, b'¿ of these limit-series satisfy \bo\ = \K\ or \b'¿\ = \b0\ or \b'0\ = \b'¿\.
This contradicts the hypothesis that the limits |Z>o| are pairwise distinct and completes the proof. D
Step 2. Let now c be a limit-point of the sequence {|¿¿"|} . Then, there is a subsequence {|tf;t"|} of {|a"|} , such that lim" \aXn\ = c. Using diagonal arguments and the hypothesis that liminf \an\ > 0, we find subsequences {X"j}, First, since D is finite, we conclude that each one of the sequences {aXii+k/aXn}, k = 1,2,3, ... , has finitely many limit-points.
Let qx,j;, j = 1,2, ... , rx ,be the limit-points of {aXn+\/aXn}. Then, it is easy to see that there is a partition of {Xn} in rx subsequences, say {X"__,-,}, jx = 1,2, ... , rx , such that ax +i lim^^-= Qi,ji, jx = 1,2, ... , rx.
n ax Let q2j, j = 1, 2, ... , r2, be the limit-points of {aXn+2/aXn}. For each j\ = 1, 2, ... , rx we find, as above, a partition of {Xnjx} in a finite number of subsequences {A"jl;72}, where j2 £ I(jx) for some subset I(jx) of {1, 2, ... , r2} , such that aX +2
lim A"-J'^2 =q2j2.
" ax
In this way we have obtained a finite partition {Xnjtj2}, jx = 1, 2, ... , rx, h e I{J\), °f U«} with the following property:
If {Xp} , {X'p} are any two of the sequences of this partition, then,
Since D is finite if we continue in the same way this procedure must stop after a finite number of steps and thus we obtain the desired partition of the sequence {X"}.
Completion of the proof of Lemma 1. By Step 1 there are finitely many limitpoints, say Cj, j = 1, 2,..., s, of the sequence {\a"\} . To each j corresponds a sequence {X"j}, j = 1, 2, ... , s, and these sequences form a partition of N, which satisfies the first of the relations (1) (see Lemma 1) . We partition now each one of these sequences {X"j} as in Step 2. This way we obtain a partition of N in a finite number, say m, of sequences, such that ( 1 ) by deleting some initial terms (if necessary) and multiplying by a suitable factor of modulus 1 (see S({X"}) in the proof of part (iii) of Theorem 1). Roughly speaking this means that, under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, there is "in fact"
only one limit-series of S(z), the series (30).
(b) Under the condition (iii) of Theorem 1, the relations (7) and t(z) = a(z) give the t(z) + Ç(z)ox(z) = a(z), i.e. x(z) + t,(z)ox(z) does not depend on v = 0, I, ... , m-l and the particular subsequence {Xv} used in the definitions of t(z), £(z),and ax(z). We note also that the reason we cannot prove the converse of Theorem 1 from (i) and (ii) alone is the fact that t(z) , £(z), and ox(z) depend on {X,f}.
As it was also pointed out in [5] the angular distribution of the partial sums of S(z) around a(z) is uniform for almost all z in F.
2. If the set F has positive Lebesgue measure, then the hypothesis that the circles Cj(z), j = 1,2,..., Af(z) are concentric can be omitted. Indeed, since the partial sums of S(z) are bounded at every point of F, S(z) is (C, l)-summable, say to a(z), almost everywhere in F (see [4, Theorem 2] ) and so, by the well-known theorem of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund mentioned in paragraph 1, for almost every z in F the set L(z) is of circular structure with center rj(z), i.e. C¡(z) are concentric with common center a(z).
It would be interesting to see if the hypotheses of Theorem 1 (F infinite not necessarily of positive measure) imply that the circles Cj(z) are concentric. This would be the case if one could prove Property 1. We do not know the answer.
